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Restored Republic via a GCR: Special Report as of
July 16, 2020

Special Restored Republic via a GCR as of Thurs. 16
July 2020
Compiled by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,

Journalist, Author, “Twenty Two Faces: inside the
extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple
personalities.”
Judy Note: Final funds release for Tier 4b (us, the
Internet Group) happened Wed. 15 July at 11:15 pm
EDT. Barring any more interference, if audits and reviews
went well overnight, we could see the 800# notifications at
any time on Thurs. 16 July. More arrests were underway
related to a blackout that would end Wed. 22 July with
revelation of who Q really was.
The First Basket of Currencies to Revalue: Afghanistan
Afghani (AFN), Kuwait I Dinar (KWD), US Dollar (USD),
Russian Ruble (RUB), Chinese Renminbi, or Yuan (CNY),
UK British Pound/Pound Sterling (GBP), Qatar I Rial
(QAR), UAE Emirate Dinar (AED), Indian Rupee (INR),
Canadian Dollar (CAD), Mexican Peso (MXN), Venezuela
Bolivar (VEB), Brazil Real (BRL), Saudi Arabia Riyal
(SAR), Malaysian Ringgit (MYR), Iraqi Dinar, Vietnamese
Dong, Zimbabwe Zim/Bond.
A. July 16 2020 Fleming Military Intel Update as of
Wed. night 15 July:
Paymasters and those involved in the roll out went on high
alert Wed. afternoon 15 July 1:30 pm EDT.
More arrests were underway related to the black-out from
QAnon this week.

The processing of upper levels was going well on Wed. 15
July.
As of Wed. 15 July evening leaks or security issues were
not impeding our release and we were still in an any-time
window for release.
Globally paymasters were ensuring all their payout
protocols were correct.
Pray that no interference from Deep State obstructions or
any other directions gets in the way.
A noted paymaster of many years said funds would be
released at 5 pm Reno time this evening, though the
release actually happened three hours later at (11:15 EDT
Wed. 15 July).
Barring any more interference, if audits and reviews go
well overnight, we could see the 800# notifications Thurs.
16 July.
They did not want us to know exactly when this would go,
so stay ready as we are so close.
B. Schedule of RV/ GCR Events:
Fri. 10 July the Chinese Elders gave the “go” for Tier 4b
(us, the international Internet Group) release on Tues. 14
July.

Sat. 11 July: Iraq International trade restrictions lifted.
Sun. 12 July at 9:30 pm EDT: US Treasury, Department
of Defense and HSBC decided to move forward with the
release schedule.
On Mon. 13 July at 6:45 pm EDT the Department of
Defense gave a final go for the international Internet
Group’s receipt of a Secured Website and 800#s to make
exchange/ redemption appointments.
Tues. 14 July: Exchanges started overseas and
Prosperity Package Adjudicated Settlements were sent
out in the US. By Tues. Evening 25% of Tier 2 had been
processed, while overseas exchanges had processed 1.2
million transactions. Blackout Week started. The finance
ministers from Iraq, Vietnam and Zimbabwe met with
President Trump at the White House.
Sometime this week Iraq would announce their
sovereignty, the fiat dollar would be replaced by a gold/
asset-backed system out of the new US Treasury in Reno,
new gold-backed US dollars and newly minted coins were
sitting at banks ready to circulate and Liquidity release,
notifications, Tier 4b exchanges/ redemption were
expected to start.
Since the Zim Bonds were backing the entire Global
Currency Reset, they hoped to get Zim holders in within
the first four days after the Secured Website/800#s
release.

Wed. 15 July President Trump Press Conference: “In the
last three years ICE has deported 16,000 gang members
and arrested over 2,000 MS-13 members.” US Attorney
General William Barr: “MS-13 leader Melgar Diaz has
been indicted and we took down the Hollywood click – 21
members in Las Vegas, Hollywood and New York.”
Wed. 22 July: A Week of Darkness ended as Q was
revealed.
Fri. 31 July: Deadline to exchange at a Contract Rate.
Mon. 3 Aug.: Tier 5 general public could exchange at the
new international Forex Rates
Labor Day Weekend Sat.-Mon. Sept. 5-7: John Durham
was expected to act on high profile indictments of those in
the Obama Administration. Behind the Scenes NESARA /
GESARA was being implemented, with ongoing arrests on
over 1,800 sealed indictments filed in federal courts
across the nation since Trump took office. According to a
new Military of Defense report President Trump ordered
the notorious Guantanamo Bay detention camp in Cuba to
prepare for “high-level” American prisoners who would
face Military Tribunals.
Tues. 3 Nov: NESARA Law was scheduled to be fully in
place by the Presidential Election.
C. July 16 2020 1:08 am EDT The Truth, Ward and

Shinton by Kat: "Video: Charlie Ward and Mike Shinton
Discuss the Truth" by Kat 7.15.20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5KMxA3YhK
0
12:20 Charlie cont.: If I can give you one piece of
information I was told which I can share… that was that
we’d passed the critical point 10-weeks ago… but now
we’re in the tail end…
It’s a bit like when you ring a chicken’s neck it’s still
running around and it’s still causing chaos but it’s DEAD…
and the deep state / the cabal / the illuminati / and the
Democrat party as it is in current form… is DEAD… It’s
just kicking off at the moment still… and trying to cause as
much mayhem as possible…Because we’re coming into a
very important phase now… where the final dregs of the
swamp are being drained… and we’re coming into the
Great Awakening…
14:11 Mike: We are… but we’re going to have to shape
some shocking facts… your video yesterday was so
powerful, mate [The deep state / illuminati / cabal satanic
abuse of hundreds of thousands of children] "Charlie Ward
Video: God Save Donald Trump and our Children" by Kat 7.14.20
21:34 Charlie: That’s certainly part of it… and I was
speaking yesterday to the Powers The Be in
Washington… and they seem to feel that we’re going to
make some steps forward this week in the Financial
Reset… cuz that’s critical to the whole part of this… all of

this was a smokescreen to cover up the Global Financial
Reset and the Revaluation…
https://adrenogate.wordpress.com/2020/07/07/lists-ofarrests-executions-of-celebrities-dspoliticians-as-of-july-72020-updated-lists-of-rrests-x-ecutions-2/
28:26 Charlie: Well I know there’s been a lot of executions
and I know that factually there’s been a lot… but I don’t
know exactly who… because I can have the names of
people from trusted sources… when I see the video
evidence… cuz they’ve all had video confessions and
video evidence retained… so it’s been fully recorded and
documented…
28:50 Mike: My understanding is that those will start to be
released early next year (2021).This week or next week
we’ll probably be aware of the Revaluation of Currencies
and the Financial Reset… I think there’ll be more clues out
there…And then I had the list yesterday of the countries
they’re going to reset and revaluate so it gives them
wealth… they won’t be exactly 1 to 1 but it’ll certainly
make them a lot wealthier… And that list I had straight
down from the top so we know it’s real…
A tremendous amount of hard work has gone into this for
the last 30, 40, 50 years…JFK was planning to introduce
GESARA [by getting rid of the Fed] And then the second
time was on September 11th [when The Alliance tried to
implement GESARA and the cabal blew up the World
Trade Towers and bombed the Office of Naval Intelligence

in the Pentagon where documents were being kept to
prove deep state / illuminati Treason and Crimes against
Humanity...Right now we're in the 3rd but SUCCESSFUL
effort by the Alliance to launch NESARA/GESARA]
31:47 Charlie: There’s a team of 8,000 people that have
put this together and it’s taken the best part of 10-years of
planning… there’s been no mistakes they’ve made sure…
but we’re in this tail end here and because the deep state /
and the cabal are so dangerous… and they change their
moves all the time… But there’s always been a countermove and all this was planned well in advance… it started
off with the virus, the vaccine, then it was 5G, the
riots/ANTIFA…
D. International Child Sex Trafficking:
Drone video of Epstein Pedophile Island showing
entrances to underground tunnels where naked children
were kept beneath the
“Temple.” https://youtu.be/nK63JAcD8uQ
Occult Calendar of Satanic Child Sacrifice Events: The
upcoming Mon. 3 Aug. 2020 monthly Satanic Holiday was
named “Satanic Revels, Sexual, Oral, Anal, Vaginal,
Female Ages 7-17” as per an Occult Calendar put
together by professional therapists using accounts of their
Satanic Ritually Abused (SRA) clients. These holidays
done in reverence to Satan, often used the perpetrator’s
own children whom they tortured in sex orgies, baptized in
a mixture of urine and blood and forced their participation

in human sacrifice, after which the little ones were made to
eat the flesh and drink Adrenochrome blood from the
pineal gland of the traumatized victim. The abuse was so
traumatic that it severed the child’s developing thinking
patterns and mind control them into multiple personalities
in order for perpetrators to have lifelong control over
victims.
Please be aware of any Satanic activities around you and
report such to local authorities. Warn teens about the
dangers of Satan Worship, which always included
participation in pornography, sex orgies and killing small
animals as preparation for raping children and
participating in human sacrifices at the higher Satanic
Coven level. Since Satanists were known to infiltrate
police and other legal entities, also fill out the ICE form
below, detailing your observance, including your report to
police and how they handled
it: https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form.
E. Exchange of Foreign Currencies and Redemption of
Zim Bonds: The below was a compilation of information
received about exchanging/redeeming and written in my
opinion only. Official instructions would come out with
release of the 800#s and could easily differ:
800 # Notification: Several Tier 1 banks would send out
527,000 + emails to currency and Zim holders containing a
Secure Website link and coded 800 number to call for
appointments and obtain redemption/exchange
information.

The code was an individualized ID number connected to
your Social Security number for you to take through the
redemption process. Take that ID number to your
appointment. Do not give out the coded 800# to anyone as
it was connected to your Social Security number and
personal banking account and could only be used once for
your personal appointment.
If you did not receive an email, then you could find the
Secure Website on the websites as below. That Secured
Website would have instructions on how to obtain your
personalized coded 800# ID number for the redemption
process.
The Safe Link Website where you could obtain your own
800# would be on these links:
Dinar
Chronicles: http://www.dinarchronicles.com https://inteldin
archronicles.blogspot.com
Dinar Recaps: https://www.dinarrecaps.com/our-blog
MarkZ: https://www.twitch.tv/theoriginalmarkz
Bruce: http://bigcalluniverse.com/callarchive/
TNT Tony: https://twitter.com/the_tnt_team
Dinar Detectives: https://dinardetectives.com/
F. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of
Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities,”
Judy
Byington http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description of at the
tender age of five, being raped, tortured, forced to
view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention,
was almost killed herself – not unlike sordid
experiences of thousands of other child victims of
Satanic Worshippers. The Satan follower perpetrators
appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s CIA,
Queen Elizabeth’s, Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child
Sacrifice Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood,
Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were
funded by this same Cabal that ran our global
monetary system – the very organization that was in
the process of being brought down by activation of
the Global Currency Reset. It’s no wonder that
President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.”
G. It’s All About the Children
Life was about educating yourself on how to become a
better person, and then being that person you were meant
to be. Greatness would never be found in possessions,
power, position, or prestige. It would be discovered in
goodness, humility, service and character. As we
embarked on this opportunity to do good in the world,
remember that you were a Child of God who was sent to
this earth to perform a special mission and only you
through consultation with your Father in Heaven who sent
you here, could decide what that great mission would be.
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the

thousands of malnourished and traumatized children. The
first official act President Trump made the morning he was
sworn into office was to pay a visit to CIA Headquarters
and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by global elites. Let us fast and pray for these
little ones who were now being rescued from Cabal
underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and
killed by Satanic Covens right next door. Let us also pray
for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their
own lives to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting
and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
If you wished to join the effort in saving children from
international sex trafficking, contact Tim Ballard at
Operation Underground
Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/ https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
investigated violations of criminal law ranging from child
exploitation to transnational gangs inside and outside the
US, including rape, torture and murder of children by
followers of Satan. You could use this form to report
suspected criminal
activity: https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
H. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received
monies for writing my Updates and articles. The
compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the
Children by exposing truths about the very secretive

Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that
was rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the
Internet. It would be up to the reader to do their own
research and decide whether or not it was valid. A huge
Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers
who wished to remain unknown; to humble Wildfire Lady
who was adept at exposing the truth; to Martha who
worked around the clock to discern what was real in the
fake news; to Brad who did great research and Ken who
uncovered almost unlimited Intel on pedophilia to help us
Save the Children.
Divide They Try, Fail They Will; WWG1WGA to
Support POTUS, Follow Q &Trust Plan
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I
wish you well in your humanitarian efforts and look forward
to seeing you on the other side where together, we will
make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good
moral being. Good moral beings have the power to
overcome evil and change the world. Judy
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